Abstract-We consider a new variant of the exact repair distributed storage problem, the multi-source exact repair problem, wherein the reconstruction decoders are each only required to provide a subset of the source variables. To best illustrate the idea, we generalize the (n, k, d) = (3, 2, 2) exact repair distributed storage problem to the multisource case. When every decoder demands all source variables, the rate region of the (3, 2, 2) exact repair problem is known to be same as that of the (3, 2, 2) functional repair problem, while the rate region for (3, 2, 2) case with multiple sources is unknown. We find achievable rate regions for vector binary and scalar binary codes via an automated approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The repair problem for distributed storage systems has received considerable attention recently. Distributed storage systems use erasure codes for protection against disk failure. To recover the system after failure, the surviving nodes send information to a new node. The disks or arrays of disks are connected by a network and might be separated by large distances. The amount of information sent to the new node during the repair process has emerged as parameter of interest along with its relationship with amount of information stored per node.
In their pioneering work Dimakis et al. [3] considered a version of repair problem called functional repair problem. In this version, while the system would repair the failed node, the overall erasure code was not guaranteed to remain the same over time. This case was reduced to single source multicast network coding problem and a wide array of polynomial code construction techniques including deterministic [8] and randomized [6] algorithms could be directly used for the functional repair problem. However, functional repair has disadvantages including high overhead and the lack of systematic codes. To avoid these difficulties, a new version of the problem was introduced called exact repair problem [16] , [15] , [14] , [1] where the regenerated data in the new node is constrained to be same as that on the failed node. This way, the system continues to maintain the same erasure code in spite of the failure of nodes and the regeneration of data. Tian [17] proved that, in general, rate region of the exact repair problem can be smaller than that of the functional repair case. This paper seeks to extend the exact repair paradigm to include the possibility of multiple sources with decoders requiring only subsets of sources.
The paper is organized as follows: in §II we introduce the multi-source exact repair problem. We generalize the framework in [15] , [14] and more recently [17] for exact repair regenerating codes to include the possibility of multiple source variables and that different decoders are required to produce different subsets of the source variables, and provide some motivation for why such a generalization may be interesting in applications. In §III we review the relationships between matroids and scalar codes and between subspace arrangements and vector codes, upon which our computer assisted proof technique for achievability is based. §IV details the computer assisted achievability proof technique and presents the main results of this paper: the achievable rate regions for multisource (3,2,2) exact repair problems with 1) 1-bit variables and various decoder demands and 2) 1 2-bit variable and rest 1-bit variables with various decoder demands. We discuss possible algorithms for computing rate regions and introduce a dual projection algorithm for computing inner bounds on rate regions from matroids and subspace arrangements that is used for computing the aforementioned achievable rate regions.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In a (n, k, d) = (3, 2, 2) repair problem we have n = 3 storage nodes and n k = 3 decoders with each decoder having access to only a 2-subset (k = 2) of storage nodes. When any of the three storage nodes fails, both (d = 2) of the remaining nodes participate in the repair process. By a multisource exact repair problem, we will additionally mean that instead of requiring every one of the n k = 3 decoders to reconstruct the source, different subsets of decoders will be required to decode different subsets of a collection of sources. This is inspired by the fact that different users of a distributed storage pattern will have different localities in which they will typically access their data, so it may be desirable to have asymmetry regarding which subsets of disks can reconstruct which sources. To provide the simplest case of such a model, we will consider the problem depicted in Fig. 1 , where there are two sources S = (S 1 , S 2 ), and one pair of storage nodes is capable of decoding the first source, another pair is capable of reconstructing the second source, and the third pair is capable of reconstructing both of them. Figure 1 .
The 2-source (3,2,2) exact repair problem with source messages S = {m 1 , m 2 } decoder demands β(1) = {m 1 }, β(2) = {m 2 } andβ(3) = {m 1 , m 3 }. S 1 , S 2 are the source variables, W i , i ∈ I 3 are storage variables and R i,j , i ∈ I 3 , j ∈ I 3 are the repair variables. Also, i 1 , i 2 ∈ I 3 . Decoders 1,2,3 have access to storage variable sets A 1 = {1, 2}, A 1 = {2, 3} and A 3 = {1, 3} respectively and the decoders
each map 2 pieces of coded information stored on a set A j , |A j | = 2 of nodes to the subset β(j) of original messages, and repair message encoders
each of which maps a piece of coded information at node i to a message that will be used to reconstruct data at node j, and repair decoders
each of which uses the information sent by the helper nodes to reconstruct information stored at the failed node. The above functions must satisfy the following data reconstruction condition
(5) and the following repair conditions
As noted in [17] , the exact repair problem reduces to multisource multicast network coding (MSNC) problem [19] . An implicit characterization of the rate region of MSNC problem in terms of the closure of the region of entropic vectors Γ * N is provided in [19] . While characterization of Γ *
N remains an open problem, polyhedral inner and outer bounds respectively on Γ * N can be utilized to obtain polyhedral inner and outer bounds on the rate region.
The (3, 2, 2) multisource exact repair problem under consideration in this paper is depicted in Fig. 1 , where we have labeled the random variables involved with the labels in the green boxes. In particular, we have source variables S = {S i |i ∈ I 2 }, encoded storage variables W = {W i |, i ∈ I 3 }, and repair message variables P = {R i,j |i, j ∈ I 3 , i = j} as shown in Fig. 1 . Since there are 11 random variables, the rate region of this network can be implicitly written in terms of Γ * 11 . The problem structure defines following constrained regions in H N := R 2 11 +1 , where the first 2 11 − 1 coordinates are identified with different non-empty subsets of the 11 random variables in the usual way encountered when working withΓ * 11 , and the last 2 coordinates are variables α and β related to the storage and repair bandwidths, respectively
A minor extension of [19] shows that given a polyhedral inner(outer) bound Γ poly 11 on Γ * 11 one can compute a polyhedral inner(outer) bound on the rate region as:
where Ex(B) = {x ∈ R 4 : h = x ≥ x for some x ∈ B} and proj S1,S2,α,β (G) = {(h S1 , h S2 , α , β )
T ∈ R 4 : ∃h ∈ G with h S1 = h S1 , h S2 = h S2 , α = α and β = β }.
III. CODES AND THEIR ABSTRACT COUNTERPARTS
In this section we review the relationships between matroids and scalar codes and between subspace arrangements and vector codes. We use these relationships to get inner bounds on Γ * 11 that will be used in the next section to compute achievable inner bounds on the rate region of the network.
A. Inner bounds on Γ * N from matroids Definition 2. A matroid [13] on a ground set S of size |S| = N can be defined via its rank function, which is a function r : 2 S → {0, . . . , N } obeying for all A, B ⊆ S:
Given a matroid rank function, we can stack ranks of different nonempty subsets into a vector r ∈ R 2 |S| −1 . We denote the conic hull of all vectors obtained from ground set size N matroids as Γ mat N . Representable matroids are the class of matroids whose rank functions are in fact ranks of subsets of columns of a matrix. In particular, a matroid M with ground set S of size |S| = N and rank r(S) = k is representable over the finite field F q of size q if there exists a matrix A ∈ F k×N q such that ∀B ⊆ S r(B) = rank(A :,B ), the matrix rank of the columns of A indexed by B. Denote by Γ q N the conic hull of rank vectors obtained from matroids representable over F q . As reviewed in detail in [9] , Γ q N ⊂ Γ N * . For this work, we will focus on binary matroids, i.e. matroids representable over F 2 , which have the following forbidden minor characterization due to Tutte. Theorem 3.
[13](Tutte) A matroid is representable over F 2 if and only if it has no U 2,4 minor.
Denote by Γ bin N the conic hull of rank vectors obtained from matroids representable over F 2 . Partially owing to the large amount of symmetry, and partially to simple combinatorial explosion, the number of matroids grows rapidly with size of ground set. One can remove a part of the explosion due to the symmetries by working with lists of non-isomorphic matroid rank functions, which have long been available for N ≤ 8 and have recently become available for N = 9 [11] and partially (i.e. only the matroids of specific ranks) for N = 10 [10] . It is possible to adapt the work in [11] and [10] to directly list only nonisomorphic binary matroids. Using this adaptation, the authors have listed all non-isomophic binary matroids upto the ground set size N = 12 and some of the ranks for ground set size N = 13. The problem of counting the number of binary, ternary and in general F q -representable matroids was studied by Wild [18] who counted the number of orbits of the set of all r × n matrix representations over F q under action of group that produces isomorphic representations using Burnside lemma, but did not provide a method for listing the nonisomorphic matroids that were counted. Sizes of lists of binary matroids obtained via authors' adaptation of [11] and [10] to the exclusively binary case agree with Wild's counting results. Unfortunately, the representable matroidal inner bounds Γ q N are poor inner bounds toΓ * N . This is because for N ≥ 4 the majority of extreme rays of Γ N are integral polymatroids (meaning that they obey all of the requirements of matroids except cardinality) but not matroids. Hence, far superior inner bounds are obtained by projecting representable matroids to get linear polymatroids, also known as subspace dimensions, as we describe presently.
B. Inner bounds on Γ *
N from subspaces Consider a collection of N vector subspaces V = (V 1 , . . . , V N ) of a finite dimensional vector space, and define the set function d :
is the dimension of the vector space generated by the sum of subspaces indexed by A. For any collection of subspaces V, the function d is integer valued, and obeys monotonicity and submodularity. Additionally, for every subspace dimension function d, we can stack the dimension d of different non-empty subsets of subspaces into a vector d ∈ R Integrality, monotonicity, and submodularity are necessary but insufficient for for a given set function d : 2 V → N + to be dimension function of subspace arrangements. That is, there exist additional inequalities that are necessary to describe the conic hull of all possible subspace dimension set functions. As discussed in [5] , Ingleton's inequality [7] together with the Shannon outer bound Γ 4 , completely characterizes Γ . Consider a representable matroid M with groundset E(M ) with cardinality |E(M )| = k and rank function r. We can obtain dimension function d of subspace arrangements of t ≤ k subspaces from r as follows:
• For a given t ≤ k define a t-partition of E(M ) and denote it as P. Let A be the set indexing the different sets in the partition P • With each P ∈ P associate a subspace V P spanned by the associated vectors in the representable matroid index by the ground set elements P .
• Now define the dimension function of subspace arrangement to be d(B) = r(∪ i∈B P i ) for each B ⊆ A. It is easy to see that dimension vector d of subspace arrangement created in such a way is a linear projection of rank vector r of the original representable matroid. Similarly, it is easy to see that given any collection of subspaces, one can create a matrix by stacking together their bases, and this is by construction a representation for a representable matroid which when projected gives the proscribed subspace dimensions.
From this logic it is evident that
From previous subsection, we know that lists of nonisomorphic representable matroids of size k are available for field size q = 2. We denote the conic hull of the set of dimension vectors of subspace arrangements obtained by projecting binary representable matroids by Γ ⊂space N,k,2 .
C. Matroids, subspace arrangements and network codes for multisource exact repair problem
An important feature of inner bounds on Γ * N obtained from representable matroids and subspace arrangements is that they not only provide us with an inner bound on the rate region but also a linear code for every extreme point in the inner bound. Relationship between network codes and corresponding achievable points in R in can be specified via a network to F q matroid mapping. Let V be the set of all random variables in Fig. 1 and E(M ) be the ground set of a matroid M such that |S| ≥ 11. Consider a mapping f :
form a partition of the set E(M ) and it satisfies:
• f is one-to-one
The matrix representation of the matroid M is a valid basic solution for the problem. If E(M ) = 11, it is called the basic scalar network code for the problem. Otherwise, if |E(M )| > 11, it is called basic vector network code which also corresponds to a subspace-arrangement containing 11 subspaces. An arbitrary rational point in the rate region can be obtained via time sharing together with associated basic scalar or vector network codes according to a construction detailed in [9] . We summarize this fact and the results in the previous sections as the following lemma: The following table gives algorithms used to obtain representations of polyhedra that are then used to compute R in : e.g. from non-isomorphic rank vectors available from matroid enumeration (more precisely, matroid listing) mentioned in subsection III-A one can obtain the extreme ray representtion of Γ q N by first forming the matroid isomorphs under all permutations of ground set and then performing redundancy removal(i.e. remove all rays that can be represented as conic combination of others). When dealing with the matroidal inner bounds, the matroids that are connected are extremal, and hence the redundancy removal can be replaced with a connectedness check [2] . The extreme ray representation of Γ ⊂space N,k,q can be obtained via linear projection of extreme rays of Γ q k followed by redundancy removal to form the conic hull. In general, given the extreme ray representation of Γ poly N (an arbitrary polyhedral inner bound on Γ * N ), computation of extreme ray representation of Γ poly N ∩ L i for any i ∈ I 6 can be interpreted as single iteration Double Description method of representation conversion [9] , [4] , [12] 
where n is number of extreme rays of Γ poly N with the resultant intersection having O(n) extreme rays [9] . On the other hand, computing extreme rays of Γ poly N ∩ L i , i ∈ {4, 5} amounts to general double description iteration and is computationally burdensome. Hence, we first compute the extreme rays V R as shown above and then use a dual projection approach as described in next subsection to avoid costly iterations of double description method corresponding to L 4 and L 5 .
A. Use of duality for projection
Let's consider the pointed polyhedral cone given by a subspace inner bound to the region of entropic vectors obeying all network constraints except those involving α and β. For instance, consider
whose extreme ray representation can be calculated with the methods described in the previous section. The rate region we wish to calculate can be expressed as
we can write
the intersection V R ∩L 45 is an intersection of a cone for which the extreme ray representation is easily calculated, and a series of linear inequalities. One way to compute this intersection is to perform representation conversion on V R to obtain H R , the halfspace representation of same polyhedral set, then add the inequalities to the list. However this representation conversion of V R can be time consuming, even for polyhedra in R 11 , and hence it is preferable to provide a direct method calculating the tradeoff between the entropies and α and β.
In order to create this method, let R = {r 1 , . . . , r m } be the extreme ray representation of V R , and define the polyhedron
When written this way, C is defined in terms of an inequality representation, and the rate region can be calculated through the projection
When expressed this way, one can use any one of a number of methods for polyhedral projection for polyhedra expressed in their inequality representation to calculate the rate region.
B. Results
Having developed the necessary inner bounds and algorithmic tools, we now pass to calculating inner bounds for the (3, 2, 2) multiple source exact repair problem discussed in §II. First we consider the inner bound formed from combinations of basic scalar network codes.
Theorem 5. The inner bound on the rate region obtained from Γ 2 11 for 2-source (3,2,2) exact repair problem is:
Permute rank vectors to create isomorphisms and then conic hull
Linear projection (by simply deleting unwanted co-ordinates and redundancy removal)
Iterations of double description method of representation conversion (As noted in [9] )
Dual projection approach: Subsection IV-A Figure 2 . (column 1)Various polyhedra one has to compute during computer assisted achievability proof and their representations that are computed (column2) input polyhedra with specified representation and (column 3) algorithm used to compute polyhedra in column 1 using the input Next we consider the inner bound created from combinations of basic vector network codes which allow one of the random variables to be represented as two bits from the matroid.
Theorem 6. The inner bound on the rate region obtained from Γ ⊂space 11,12,2 for 2-source (3,2,2) exact repair problem is:
These inner bounds were calculated using the techniques detailed in §III and §IV. These rate regions are plotted in Fig.  3 for several entropies for the purposes of comparison.
V. CONCLUSION
We considered the problem of finding achievable rate regions for (n, k, d) = (3, 2, 2) exact repair problem with 2 sources under vector and scalar binary codes that form inner bounds on the real rate region. We developed an automated approach to the computation of achievable rate region that can be generalized to arbitrary (n, k, d) and arbitrary number of sources. While converse remains the next big step towards characterizing the actual rate region of the problem, achievable rate regions under specific field provide an important insight into the interplay between network structure and field size required to achieve optimum points in the rate region. .
